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CHAPTER I
Introduction
Administrators, teachers and parents have always
been concerned about the abilities, disabilities and
personality structure of the exceptional education stu-
dent. Thus, labels have been attached to this type of
student, such as: mentally deficient, mentally handi-
capped, slow learner, mentally retarded, emotionally
disturbed, behaviorally disturbed, physically handicapped
and learning disabled.
There are different schools of thought regarding
labeling. While some have supported the necessity of
labeling for educational purposes, others strongly felt
that it was not necessary. According to Reger, ". • •
many feel the positive benefits of labeling outweigh the
negative.,,1
Prior to the birth of special classes, the behav-
iorally different student was referred to as "dumb",
"feebleminded" or an "idiot". These students were victims
of the time. They had no other alternative for receiving
1Roger lJ. Reger, "Case Study of the Effects of
Labeling: Funding and Provision of Services," Journal of
Learning Disabilities 7 (December, 1974): 650.
2an adequate elducation, but to struggle year after year
in the regular classroom or remain at home.
The trend in education changed and thus the birth
of labeling developed into self-contained classes for the
mentally retarded, blind, deaf or crippled. Since the
1960's, impetus has been directed toward the rapid estab-
lishment of classes for students who were diagnosed as
brain damaged, neurologically impaired and/or minimal
brain dysfunction. The latter labels were referred to as
"learning disabilities", "emotionally disturbed", or "be-
haviorally disturbed". However, there has been some ques-
tion as to whether or not this is a medical problem or an
educational problem. Learning disorders or disabilities
is the most recent classification in exceptional education;
,
consequently, it is the most acceptable one by parents to-
day. This is due to its definitive implications--it is
felt.
I. THE PROBLEM
statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study was to ascertain whether
or not 1) the labeled student was affected by peer pres-
sures and attitudes, teacher biases and attitudes and
legislative categorical funding; 2) the label was neces-
sary or unnecessary; 3) it affects the self concept of 8X-
ceptional education students who have been mainstreamed.
,.
3Limitations
This study has been limited to learning disabled,
emotionally disturbed ond mentally retarded students.
II. IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY
Many of the exceptional educa~ion students have been
removed from the program and placed back into the regular
classroom. Some have been partially mainstreamed into the
regular classes from a self-contained special class, while
others have been labeled learning disabled and have been
seeing the resource or itinerant teacher on a daily basis.
Whatever the case may be, regular classroom teachers have
inherited a multitude of additional problems, such as:
~
labels, behaviorally different students, modification of
.subject matter and instructional procedures, plus having
to cope with teacher attitudes and expectations.
III. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
Diagnostic prescriptive teacher: specialist who adminis-
ters informal evaluations and writes prescriptions for
remediation purposes.
Etiolog~: cause of a condition.
Heterogeneous: dissimilar in kind.
Homogeneous: similar in kind.
Itinerant teacher: specialist who travels to several
schools for the purpose of working with exceptional educa-
tion students.
4Labels: anything functioning as a means of identification.
Learning disabilities:
••• one or more significant deficits in essential
learning processes requiring special education tech-
niques for remediation.
Children with learning disability generally demon-
strate a discrepancy betwesn expected and actual
achievement in one or more areas, such as spoken,
read, or written language, mathematics, and spatial
orientation.
The learning disability referred to is not primari-
ly the result of sensory, motor, intellectual, or
emotional handicap, or lack of opportunity to learn.
Significant deficits are defined in terms of accepted
diagnostic procedures in education and psychology.
Essential learning processes are those currently re-
ferred to in behavioral science as involving per-
ception, integration, and expression, either verbal
or nonverbal.
SFecial education techniques for remediation refers
to educational planning based on the diagnostic pro-
cedures and results. 2
Mainstreaming: a continuum of educational services with
a conscious, monitored thrust for exceptional education
students; thus, providing supportive services that will
assist general educators in serving students with a varie-
ty of academic levels within the regular classroom setting.
Minimal brain dysfunction: a mild or minimal neurological
abnormality which causes learning difficulties in the child
with near-average intelligence.
Resource teacher: specialist who usually works with "learn-
ing disabled" children in a classroom which is equipped
2Janet We Lerner, Children With Learning Disabili-
ties: Overview of Learning Disabilities (Soston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1971), p. 9.
5with various remediation materials.
Self concept: a person's idea of himself; a person's
feeling about the way he views himself.
Self-fulfilling prophecy: teachers eXhibiting low and
inflexible expectations of a student's academic achieve-
ment; thus, the student's achievement is below his level
of capability.
Spatial orientation: "awareness of space around the per-
son in terms of distance, form, direction and position.,,3
Summary
The writer has undertaken this review of research
in order to ascertain whether or not labeling is necessary.
A second purpose was to draw some conclusions on how label-
ing has affected exceptional education students' self con-
cept from the standpoint of mainstreaming, administrative
biases, teacher and peer attitudes and categorical funding.
In the following chapter, the writer reviews (a) the
philosophy of mainstreaming, (b) varied approaches to main-
streaming, (e) implications and rationale of mainstreaming,
(d) deprivation of the students' civil liberties and
(e) teacher expectations and achievement.
3 Ibid ., p. 304.
CHAPTER II
CONCERNS OF MAINSTREAMING
Philosophy of Program
Many programs have utilized the underlying philos-
ophy of providing handicapped children with integrated
educational experiences. Chaffin has stated: "Most of the
programs reflected a position that labeling and grouping
of children into specific categories such as mentally re-
tarded, emotionally disturbed, or learning disabled does
not contribute significantly to the design of the instruc-
tional program (except perhaps for the severely handi-
capped).,,1
Pressure has been experienced by educators from
legislature, courts and others of rank to integrate.
Philosophically, mainstreaming had the overtones of re-
specting individual differences--including people as
opposed to excluding people. Beery has spelled out what
some philosophical goals meant to him: "It means that
everyone is a teacher and that everyone is a learner. It
1Jerry D. Chaffin, "Will the Real 'Mainstreaming'
Program Please Stand Up," Focus On Exceptional Children 6
(October 1974): 7.
6
7means that all of us together are greater than anyone
of us or some of us. It means that heterogeneous group-
ing is more growth promoting, both academically and in
the qualities that make us human, than is homogeneous
· ,,2groupl.ng •••
Varied Approaches
Educators have utilized numerous approaches to
mainstreaming in an effort to enhance a palatable learn-
ing environment through individualization and personali-
zation. To name a few which have been implemented are:
peer, teaching, retaining the child in the regular class
all day--with the aid of a specialist, retaining the child
in the regular class part of the day--with the aid of the
resource room, or the exceptional education specialist
supplying the regular teacher with suggestions and/or
materials, independent learning activities, learning cen-
ters, team ~eaching of the regular and exceptional educa-
tion teachers and one on one. In essence, organization of
this type 'of program should have been planned by all con-
cerned--dependent upon the individual schooi and staff.
A,damson and Van Etten have proposed a "fail-save"
model which included several alternatives to the tradi-
tional special class techniques. In this model, the authors
2Keith E. Beery, Mainstreamin: A Problem and an
Opportunity for General Education, Denver: Love Publishing
Co., 1974; reprint ad., Denver, Col.: Keith E. Beery, et
al., 1972 and 1974, p. 2.
8maintained:
The "fail" represents the system's failure to
meet all children's needs, not the child's.
The "save" represents the adaptation of the
syst 3m to the child's individual needs and "save"him.
The procedure of the "fail-s"ave" model was initiated with
a referral from the regular classroom teacher; then a
consultant began a 10-wesk evaluation and observation of
the child. Within this time slot, formal and informal
tests were administered to the child by the consulting
teacher. Regular observations of the child and consulta-
tions with the regular teacher were made in order to de-
termine whether any progress had been made in the program.
A conference was held with the teachers, adminis-
trators, methods and materials persons and parents at the
end of the 10-week period to determine future placeme~t.
At that time, one of two decisions was made: the child may
have been referred to a resource/regular classroom or he
may have been retained for a second 10-week period. In
the event of the first decision, the materials and methods
consultant continued to monitor his progress and the re-
source placement lasted no longer than 90 days. After the
90 days, another conference was held, and one of three de-
cisions was made: 1) he was returned to the itinerant pro-
gram for 10 weeks; 2) he remained in the resource/regular
3Gary Adamson and Glen Van Etten, "Zero Reject Model
Revisited: A Workable Alternative," Exceptional Children
38 (May 1972): 736.
9classroom for another 90 days; or 3) referral was made
for special class/resource placement. In the event of
the latter decision, his program was monitored by the 8X-
ceptional and resource teachers. The maximum length of
the placement was 9 months. After that time, an 8valua-
tion was held to determine the instructional placement
for either the resource/regular program or special class
program. In any event, the child had to be returned to
the resource room after 2 years.
Adamson and Van Etten maintained that the "fail-
save" model was based on If ••• experience and data
gathered from implementing educational diagnosis, itiner-
ant methods and materials consultant teachers, resource
rooms, materials and a teacher-based training model.,,4
They stressed that this model better meets the needs of
the handicapped child because it affords more diverse in-
structional and program alternatives.
Inasmuch as most models have been designed for, spe-
cific programs, Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction
developed a model for the state's exceptional children.
Blessing maintained:
It represents another step in the conscious
planning effort to move to "th'e least restric-
tive alternative" approach to programming for
exceptional children. It should be kept in
mind that the steps indicated in the model
represent program accountability terms and are
not necessarily totally descriptive of the
particular type of educational service being
4Ibid ., p. 735.
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provid-ed to a particular child placed within
anyone of the alternatives. It presents a
continuous series of less restrictive alterna-
tives which permit the placement and transfer-
ence of exceptional students in either directign
away from or back towards the regular program.
Contingent upon the handicapped; student's needs, place-
ment could be made in either of the model's programs
without continuous progress from service to service. In
TABLE 1
LEAST RESTRICTIVE ALTERNATIVE MODEL
All Exceptlona' Chlldr.n ~
The Regular Cla••room I
Of.gno.tlc, program .upport t.acher.,
L.ss s.ver. - pupil '.Nlce. Progr.m onl,
l>aU.r potential •• far ••
for accommodation IRegular Classroom With I nee••••,.,
I t
It'nerant Specialists
I ( R~ular Clanroom With ]I A Sp4H:lal Resourc. Room
, I
I Shared responsibility Self-Contained Integrated Iwith regular education ProgramI + P.rt-tlm. regular ••Nlc.sI Self-Contained ModUledI I ProgramI
I Part-time regular services ~I
, ISell-Contained Complete ISpecial educationf.sponsibiHty Program
I [PUbliC Agency Sponaored Model SChoote III .nd Prlvat. Day School Program.
I
t fRealdentlal Schoola WIthIn Public IAdministered by Health & Schoo' Network· WSVH and WSD
SocIal Service Agencies. IHoapltal and Homebound Program IEducational supervl.lonby OPI and LEA'•• Program.
rR••ldenllal Hoapltal and Treatment ICenter. In Domiciled SetUng.
6
SKenneth R. Blessing, "Least Restrictive Alternative
Model," "Bureau" Memorandum 17 (Fall 1975): 15.
6 .
Ibid., p. 15.
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essence, alternative services necessitated the matching
of identified educational and treatment needs.
In-service Education
Competencies needed by the regular teacher to work
most effectively with the exceptional education student
have been of great concern to exceptional education plan-
ners for some time. Most regular classroom teachers have
worked with handicapped children at one time or another--
perhaps unaware of the fact and/or ineffectively with that
child. In order for those teachers to be most effective in
reaching the handicapped child and understanding the child
and his unique learning styles, in-service workshops have
been a necessity.
Most of the exceptional programs indicated a need
and interest for in-service. Some in-service programs
have been offered in the same building of teachers' assigned
bases; some through summer institutes. If school districts
made the in-services worthwhile and attractive enough, the
regular teachers would be more responsive to the opportuni-
ty.
Trend Toward Awareness of Needs and Rights
Focus of the needs and rights of the exceptional
student has brought about the following:
1. Less emphasis upon labeling the exceptional and
more emphasis on viewing all children as learners
12
with varied readiness skills.
2. Increasing instructional alternatives for all
exceptional population.
3. Increasing a team approach between th8 regular
classroom and special education teachers.
4. Observance of the student in a learning environ-
mente
When a handicapped child has been labeled or ex-
cluded by various methods from the regular class, he has
been deprived of his civil liberties. In the self-con-
tained class " teachers have expected less from these stu-
dents and, of course, they have produced less; whereby
the self-fulfilling prophecy was evident. There are also
limitations of job opportunities as a result of the label.
In other words, the student was retarded while in the con-
fines of the school environs and oftentimes was just like
many of hia peers when he was away from the stigmatizing
environs. Thus the labels have been stigmatizing socially
as well as educationally.
Another deprivation of civil liberties, according
to Padover, has been that of the "right to an equal educa-
tion."?
Many regular classroom teachers have been more than
willing to attempt to teach all children if they had the
7Ann Padover, "Some Words are not Healthy for
Children and Other Living Things," Academic Therapy 8
(Summer 1973): 438.
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proper tools to implement this method. As an alternative,
the author advocates the utilization of a diagnostic pre-
scriptive teacher (OPT). "The diagnostic teacher is a
school-based specialist in educational diagnosis and plan-
ning for those children perceived as presenting problems
in learning and/or behavior. The OPT is simply that: a
teacher--not a psychologist, not a social worker, not a
guidance counselor, etc., but simply a teacher interested
in the educational problems another might be having. lI8
However, this would be contingent upon the teachers' will-
ingness to wdrk with the student described above, if pre-
sented with tangible information on attacking the problem.
There are educators who have been trained to help
teachers to become sensitive to children's individual needs
and teach accordingly. This person has been referred to as
the OPT. The OPT is assigned to one school on a full-time
basis. He has been given a fully equipped classroom with
numerous educational materials.
The OPT model below was based on the birth of Bob
Prouty's model at George Washington University. It was
comprised of the following ten steps:
The classroom teacher refers a child who is seen
as an academic or behavior problem. A simple
report, anecdotal in nature, is used (must in-
clude specific behavioral or academic observa-
tions--"he's retarded" means absolutely nothing).
The diagnostic teacher observes in the referred
child's class. (Because the OPT is never an
8Ibid ., p. 440.
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evaluator, never a judge, never a reporter to
anyone, there is no threat). He or she is there
to watch the child but also to observe the
teacher's style in relation to the class and to
the child.
The diagnostic and referring teachers dialogue
about the child.
At his or her discretion, the diagnostic teacher
arranges for the referred child to come'temporar-
ily, on an appointment basis, to the diagnostic
classroom.
Experim~ntal teaching is undertaken, leading to
an educational prescription. Specialists from
other disciplines, if used for a specific reason,
submit their report to the diagnostic teacher.
The diagnostic teacher then mayor may not use it
in the determination of the educational prescrip-
tion.
The diagnostic teacher determines the child's
placement on the basis of the latter's particular
educational needs. The receiving teacher (who
mayor may not be the original referring teacher)
is invited to visit the diagnostic classroom to
observe the techniques and materials used and to
confer with the diagnostic teacher about the edu-
cational prescription.
The child is assigned to his or her new class
or classes or is reassigned to the class from
which he or she was referred. The diagnostic
teacher observes the child in the new placement,
confers with the teacher, offers guidance, and,
if requested, demonstrates the prescri tion with
th entire class present, a technique which pro-
vides built-in accountability. (Too often we
have the solutions for other people but we can-
not carry them out ourselves. Such solutions
are unacceptable in this model.)
Only when both the receiving teacher and the
diagnostic teacher are satisfied with the place-
ment and prescription is the case closed.
A follow-up of the child is made periodically
to assess the situation.
Conferences are held with new teachers at the
beginning of each school year to facilitate a
better continuity in the ~mplementation of an
educational prescription.
9 Ibid ., pp. 441-442.
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It is possible for the steps to vary--of course,
this would depend upon the involvement of the children
and the teacher. For this model or any model to be
effective, special educators must have given their co-
operation to the concept of "mainstreaming."
Implications
The concept of mainstreaming has had many impli-
cations which were important. They were: individualized
programs geared to serving a variety of academic levels;
grouping students in smaller classes; assignment of more
staff--resource teachers and teacher aides; retraining
of regular classroom teachers in order to cope with needs
and instructional problems of the handicapped; enhancing
the learning of every child through the development of
a suitable classroom environment. Molloy has maintained:
"Most handicapped children can be absorbed into ordinary
schools by changing nothing but administrative policy.
Seven million school-aged children, roughly one out of 10
in the United states, are handicapped; about 30% of these
children have mild speech impairments or learning disabi-
lities which require few modifications to existing facili-
t - ,,101.8S.
10Larry MolloYt "Handicapped Child in the Everyday
Classroom," Phi Delta Kappan 56 (January 1975): 337.
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Emotional and Social Aspects
It has been the practice of some administrators
to involve regular classroom teachers in the "mainstream-
ing" program without giving any forethought to the teach-
er's emotions. This has also been true in the case of
the handicapped. The student is thrust into a mainstreamed
setting with no regard for his emotional nor social adjust-
ment.
A great majority of handicapped students have spent
much of their time in the regular classes; thus, concerted
efforts of special educators were a necessity to work with ,.
the regular teachers in sharing of their feelings and fears,
providing assistance and materials and most of all--assur-
ance of a degree of success. This has besn a traumatic ex-
perience for handicapped children--as well as their teach-
ers to be left on a "sink or swim" status by impulsive ad-
ministrative -judgments. By the same token, emotional and
social stability of children is of importance also.
Teacher Expectations and Student Achievement
Teacher expectations have been nothing more than
predictions of a student's academic achievement and class-
room behavior. The impact of teacher expectations on the
academic performance of students has generated much concern.
If teachers have exhibited low and inflexible expectations
17
of students, it has h d specific effects on the teacher
and students' behavior~ In other words, the teachor was
satisfied with the st:udents' low performance and the stu-
d nt was not likely to achieve at his level of capability.
Inappropriate high expectations have often caused the
teacher to pre sure the student to achieve above his po-
tential and th student usually has experienced failure
and frustration ..
Larsen points out: "The fact that some youngsters
are labeled "hancLioappad" has been shotvn to be a signifi ...
cant factor in the way in which these ehildran interact
'with either regular or special class teachers. Not only
does the label affect teacher perceptions and expectations,
but it has a1 a been demonstrate to create stereotypes
which can be d triment 1 to the ncademic and/or social de-
velopmant of p rt eular children. Stereotyping of certain
ch dren has been found to exist even with teachers who have
been trained in special education.,,11
Teacher expectations have been linked to the current
practice of integrating students regular classes who
have been previously placed in self-contained special edu-
cation classrooms.
LabrJl nq st~udents as "mentally retarded", "emotion-
ally distu ~J dB, 0 "learning disabled" and placement in
1 1 r· t' n 1-, Cl n C
;::) ~ :J;'U.,.,9
Expect ion on th
Children " r:OCtJS ('in
9 ~
La r sen, "Th 8 I nflu enceo f Tea c her
School Performance of H ndic pped
r' x f'" f"";) 1'''\ "i~ • ." .... '" Jr·: '1 ," i,· '.: 1 6" ·'i,..,. If'" ..... l' '9, "'7" 5) •
k, . . .$ \.,:, ~.} '; lor: cl. \.",I n J... J" ~.}.1 \~. f.) ..,." a nUd.)., Y ,0' •
~ _~,- "'~~-,- .- -... --
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special education classes, per se, has been debatable
among special educators. In a sense, it may be deemed
necessary for proper psychological and educational re-
mediation. On the other hand, the sale utilization of
psychologicals for determining diagnostic labels have
left many negative connotations; thus, some writers and
educators have advocated the eradication of all labels.
As a result of differing opinions on labeling and
the feasibility of special classes, some school districts
have begun to attempt educational alternatives with the
exceptional children. One of the popular alternatives
has been placement in the regular classes; however, school
districts have been confronted with major problems of lack
of special education preparation of the regular teacher,
.coupled with stereotyped opinions of the diagnostic labels
attached to the children.
This lack of training of the regular teachers
brought about the study involving definitions of six la-
bels for exceptional children as described by Hughes et ale
"Maladjusted Child, Behaviorally Disturbed Child, Problem
Child, Educationally Handicapped Child, Emotionally Dis-
turbed Child and Learning Disabled Child. • • The impli-
cations of this finding may be that classroom teachers view
as more positive those labels that indicate an academic de-
ficit which they feel equipped to handle in a regular ele-
mentary classroom. In contrast, the less positive ratings
19
for the labels Emotionally Disturbed and Behaviorally
Disturbed may be due to the feeling that a child's basic
psychological difficulty is disturbing and often unman-
ageable in the regular class. • • Different meanings
among labels may indicate different acceptance on the
part of classroom teachers for children to whom a speci-
fic label is given. The more positive meaning of the la-
bels Learning Disabled and Educationally Handicapped sug-
gests that children so labeled might be more acceptable to
the teacher in a regular classroom. situation than would
children labeled Emotion~lly Disturbed or Behaviorally
Disturbed.,,12
Districts who have selected the alternative of regu-
lar class placement for the handicapped child, should be
very careful with th~ label which is attached to the child,
prior to placement. According to the study, success of th~
exceptional child with the regular teacher depends upon her
positive or negative view of the label.
Another interesting finding of.the study pointed out
that more experienced teachers rated the six labels more
positively than the inexperienced ones. Through mere spe-
culation, it could have been assumed that the older teach-
ers were more tolerant of the handicapped student--regard-
less of the label--due to the fact that she has come in
12Stanley L. Hughes, James M. Kauffman and Gerald
Wallace, "What do Labels Really Mean to Classroom Teachers,"
Academic Therapy 8 (Spring 1973): 286-288.
i'
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contact with this type of student many times during her
teaching career; thus, it would seem in order to make
every attempt to place the exceptional child with ex-
perienced teachers.
It must be realized that this study was only one
piece of research--using only six labels. Therefore, it
was inconclusive until further research was implemented
on additional labels and their relationships of teacher
attitudes toward the exceptional child.
A summer institute was held at the University' of
New Mexico with the purp'ose: to provide high quality in-
struction, observation and participation experiences of
regular classroom teachers who desired to return to the
elementary or secondary classroom and succ~ssfully inte-
grate exceptional children into their daily planning. A
major portion of this program dealt with acquainting the
participants with the attitudes and behavioral aspects of
handicapped children~ Brooks and Bransford outlined five
of the specific goals of the institute:
a. to provide for regular education personnel
adequate training related to the individual
needs of the handicapped child within the
regular classroom
b. to develop sensitivity and more positive atti-
tudes toward handicapped children within the
regular classroom
c. to develop an understanding about how a handi-
capped condition affects learning
d. to develop acceptance of handicapped children
within the regular classroom structure as a
contributing member of the class and
e. to develop an alternate approach to the edu-
cation of mildly handicapped children so they
I.
21
may be maintained in1~he "mainstream" of the
educational process.
Based on the investigation, shifts in notable
attitudes toward the concept of special education were
recorded. Due to lack of knowledge regarding the role
and functions of special education, many regular educa-
tors were not willing to accept children found in the
programs.
It would seem that many children presently con-
fined to self-contained special education classes, would
not be there if the atti~udes of regular classroom teach-
ers and administrators could be altered.
Logic of Mainstreaming
The three major forces which have been influen-
tial in the implementation of mainstreaming services were:
educators, decisions of the court and state policies. Thus,
the history of the self-contained special classes as the
predominant organiza~ional arrangement for handicapped
childien has practically come to an end.
According to Kirk, "a major reason for the current
popularity and support of mainstreaming for the mentally
retarded is that many children have been misdiagnosed and
mislabelled as mentally retarded and placed in special
classes when they could have adapted to the regular class-
13Benjamin L. Brooks and Louis A. Bransford, "Modi-
fication of Teachers' Attitudes Toward Exceptional Children,"
Exceptional Children 38 (November 1971): 259.
,.
sciousness and court action.
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room with appropriate programming. This problem has
snow-balled and expanded through minority group con-
,,14
The child spotted and helped in the first year or
two of school did not have the same bitter feelings of
frustration, anxiety and failure as the child in upper
elementary grades who had not yet been helped. A first
grader can be taught to learn to compensate for or over-
come his problem, whereas the upper elementary child has
already developed a negative self concept. Weininger has
made the following observation: "In our society the con-
notation of different is usually unacceptable or bad. • •
Finding things the child can learn with the tools he had,
while sharpening those tools and adding others to his col-
lection.,,15
Summary
After a review of research, it was concluded by the
writer that the major concerns of mainstreaming are as
follows:
1. Special educators have advocated ,and utilized
numerous approaches in an effort 'to enhance an
14Samuel A. Kirk, "Labelling, Categorizing and
Mainstreaming," paper presented at the International
Conference of Special Education, Canterbury, England,
30 July 1975.
1 50. Weininger, "I nt egrat e or Isolate: A Perspec- .
tive on the Whole Child," Education 94 (November 1973): 143.
i·
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adequate learning environment through indi-
vidualization and personalization.
2. More focus should have been directed at the
educational needs of children as opposed to the
diagnostic labels.
3. Instructional alternatives have been increased
for all exceptional population such as: indi-
vidualized programs geared to reaching a varie-
ty of academic levels; establishment of smaller
classes, resource teachers and teacher aides.
4. A team approach has been increased between the
regular classroom and special education teach-
ers in order that all children may have equal
educational opportunities.
Success of the exceptional child with the regular
teacher has brought a degree of understanding deficits in
learning among children, unique methods of teaching tech-
niques for the handicapped child and a broader tolerance
of individual differences; it has been dependent upon a
positive view of the label. For this important reason,
some writers and educators have advocated the eradication
of all labels.
Self concept, negative and positive aspects of the
label and categorical funding are disc'ussed in Chapter III.
i.
CHAPTER III
AN OVERVIEW OF DISABILITY CATEGORIES
An Analysis of Special Categories
A variety of special categories have been uti-
lized to describe the disabilities of exceptional chil-
dren; only three have been the concerns of this re-
search. They are mental retardation, emotional dis-
turbance and learning disabilities. The descriptive
-terminology of the exceptionalities has varied meanings
in different cities and states, professional disci-
plines, institutions and periods.
Characteristics which have been used to identify
the aforementioned exceptionalities were: (1) mentally
retarded child--functions at the lower end of the aver-
age range academically; (2) emotionally disturbed--rapid
shifts in emotions and moods that interfere with academic
performance, however, in many instances, the student has
average or above average intelligence; (3) learning dis-
abled--e~hibits a significant discrepancy in actual and
expected achievement in the areas of mathematics, lan-
guage and spatial orientation. The student has average
or above average intelligence.
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Hobbs has pointed out in his report: "For a mul-
titude of reasons, these conventional categories and la-
bels and the procedures for arriving at them are inade-
quate. They are imprecise: they say too little and they
say too much. They suggest only vaguely the kind of help
'a child may need, and they tend to describe conditions in
negative terms_,,16
The label which has received the greatest rejection
was "mental retardation". This was due to its negative
connotations as well as its relevance.
Methods of Placement
There have been various schools of thought on the
effectiveness of placement of the "neurologically handi-
capped" child in a self-contained class setting. Some
have found special class placement to be successful in
some areas, while others have been very critical of the
wholesale method of segregating students in self-contained
classes.
It has been the tendency of special educators to
set up special classes in a segregated manner. Teachers
were trained to teach in a specific exceptional area
whereby etiology, diagnosis and categories were empha-
sized.
16Nicholas Hobbs, The Futures of Children (San
Francisco: Josey-Bass, D9741), p.• 12.
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Historically, the rationale of the establishment
of segregated classes was a provision of meeting the
educational needs of the students who were not able to
cope academically and/or behaviorally in the regular
classroom; thus, the birth of homogeneous placement de-
veloped.
Spogen has pointed out some drawbacks of homogene-
ous grouping of exceptional education students:
In an effort to help many children, educa-
tors have grouped youngsters by disability
labels. These labels coupled with a homo-
geneous classroom design have assured many
children of isolation from their school peers,
.insulation from many learning activities, and
separation from their own communities. Aca-
demically, they may be given a short instru-
tional day, an exte~ged bus route, and a poor
achievement record.
Many exceptional education authorities have ques-
tioned the effects of some self-co~ained rooms for handi-
capped children and the effects of disability labels.
Through research and investigation, they have recognized
a need for change.
Innovations in Educational Classification
Noncategorical Approach
Special educators have gegun to seriously examine
the traditional diagnostic labels and their effectiveness.
They have started grouping the various types of children
170avid Spogen, "Take the Label off the Handi-
capped Child," The Education Digest 38 (September 1972): 44.
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with exceptional needs together through mere experimenta-
tion. Thus it was obvious that special education has
moved into a current trend of noncategorical approaches.
Forness has described the California Public Schools'
change from traditional labels:
• • • a single category of special education will
henceforth exist, this category to be called
"children with exceptional needs." It further
allows a variety of administrative arrangements
for such children, ranging 'in degree from place-
ment in special centers or special classes to
full-time placement in regular classrooms with
only occasional direct or indirect assistance
from a special education resource person as needed.
Thus several types of exceptional children will be
given equa1 1sccess to a variety of educational ar-rangements.
This plan had extended services to the "normal chil-
dren" with occasional problems. It has also begun to ac-
knowledge a willingness to specific change. Consequently,
administrators have shifted emphasis from educational la-
bels to educational needs. Modifications of children's
settings, by administrators, have not necessarily eliminated
labels. The learning center concept did not erase the la-
beling system, but exhibited different connotations--as op-
posed to the traditional label.
The noncategorical system has offered'a variety of
options, namely: integrated special classes, resource and
itinerant teachers, diagnostic classes and regular classes,
18Steven R. Forness, "Implications of Recent Trends
in Educational Labeling," Journal of Learning Disabilities
7 (August/September 1974): 447.
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with supportive services.
Forness has further indicated:
••• While the effect of a "no-label" system
may be advantageous to some children (e.g.,
those labeled mentally retarded), it is by no
means certain that either teachers or other
children outside the system will treat excep-
tional children as a group any differently.
It is highly possible that the myths and biases
that society has attached to the emotionally
disturbed and mentally retarded population
could be generalized to the learning disabled
population. 19
Spogen initiated a study in the state of Washing-
ton to ascertain how grouping by disability labels af-
fected the handicapped child and to explore the outcome
of placement for this child in the regular, special
classroom, or the resource room. Six exceptional edu-
cation classrooms were converted into a resource room
design. Consequently, all handicapped children were as-
signed heterogeneously, to a regular teacher. Each child
was given his own prescription for learning prior to going
to the resource room. The prescription was prepared by the
regular classroom teacher and the school psychologist. To-
gether, they assessed the student's total behavior (social,
academic and personal), as well as establishing objectives.
The results indicated the following: (1) more handi-
capped students were recipients of supportive services;
(2) principals learned that highly individualized programs
19 Ib l.· d., 449p. •
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evolved around individual packets; (3) regular class-
room teachers observed an outstanding academic growth on
the part of handicapped students; (4) principals found
that labels had been replaced with terminology which
dealt specifically with teaching techniques and methods.
His study was concluded with the following statement:
"Many handicapped youngsters will benefit greatly if they
are kept in the mainstream of education, where labels are
removed and prescribed individualized programs are ap-
I - d 11 20P ~e •
Budoff has observed in his study that "many teach-
ers are quite willing to deal with children with "severe
attention problems" or "severe phonic difficulties" and
with many types of management problems when they have not
been formally labeled with the brand of mental retardation
or emotional disturbance.,,21
In addition, the researcher had given two primary
reasons for integrating the student, in need of supportive
services, into the regular classroom:
"
• with proper
support the regular class may aid the child psychologically
to continue to want to learn. It also removes the debili-
tating effects of the stigma attached to his placement in
20 Ibid ., p. 46.
21Milton Budoff, "Providing Special Education With-
out Special Classes," Journal of School Psychology 10
(June 1972): 202.
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22the segregated class."
In essence, the realization has come to develop-
ing non-categorical resource rooms and specific remedia-
tion techniques which will alleviate the unique problem
areas for all children who have experienced difficulties
and will stop the labeling of children.
Specific Innovative Features
Some specific innovative features which have
gained impetus in attempting to solve hard-core problems
in exceptional education have been outlined by Reynolds
as "Enhanced*~hild Study Resources in Individual Schools,
New Roles and Field-Based University Training.,,23
In the past, children who were in the need of ex-
cept~onal education were frequently referr~d outside their
school district. A change has taken place and programs
have been implemented within his home school.
The "new role" had been described by the author ac-
cordingly:
••• Psychologists, social workers, and coun-
selors sometimes assume a training role, that is,
they become trainers of the persons who perform the
more general roles in the individual schools. This
trend presents one very promising alternative to the
use of strict specialists who keep children waiting
in long lines at the clinic doors~24
22 Ibid ., p. 200.
23Maynard C. Reynolds, "Reflections on a Set of In-
novations," in Instructional Alternatives for [xce tional
Children, ed. Evelyn N. Deno Virginia: Council for Ex-
ceptional Children, 1973), p. 182.
24 Ibid •
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Field-based university training programs have be-
gun to take the direction of uniting resources with the
public schools in training consulting teachers.
Effects of Diagnostic Labeling
Negative Effects
Labels have invariably carried negative or mis-
leading implications. A varied number of characteristics,
with negative overtones, have been attached to the label
"learning disabilities". Glenn has indicated that a "se-
lection of a given label is more a matter of professional
bias than of diagnostic description_,,25
One of the greatest evils of categorization has been
mislabeling. There was a student, Tim, who was misdiag-
nosed and mislabeled three times, prior to his thirteenth
birthday. He was a victim of a system that depended solely
on 1Q scores and labels. Consequently, he literally hated
school because it had faile~ him via labels and misdiagno-
sis. The writer has questioned how many Tims have been
failed in the same manner.
.'$
Graham has indicated:
"
• • Labels can be useful,
but not when they are used to cover up inadequacies in a
school system or to explain the unexplainable_,,26
25 Hugh W. Glenn, "Myth of the Label," Elementary
School Journal 75 (March 1975): 357.
26Carol Graham, "From Label to Child," Academic
Therapy 8 (Spring 1973): 283.
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Bryan has stated that "many children labeled
learning disabled could or should have been tagged men-
. 27
tally retarded."
The labeling of a child as "learning disabled" had
not identified his problems, nor skills. In essence, the
label was not beneficial to educators. The handicapped
student did not need someone to attach a label to him for
the sale purpose of giving his teacher an excuse to fail
him.
According to Herson, "teachers are in a crucially
pivotal position with regard to labeling in that they are
both consumers of and, in some instances, originators of
labels through the media of cumulative records, case con-
ferences, and informal communications with other staff mem-
bers.,,28
In a recent study, Jones indicated:
• • • There is some impressionistic evidence to
suggest that other groups of exceptional children
in the schools are stigmatized by the special class
placement and feel the effects of the negative dis-
ability labels, i.e. those in classes for the mild-
ly emotionally disturbed, neurologically impaired,
learning disabled. • .29
27Tanis H. Bryan, "Learning Disabilities--A New
stereotype," Journal of Learning Disabilities 7 (May 1974):
306.
28phyllis F. Herson, "Biasing Effects of Diagnostic
Labels and Sex of Pupil on Teachers' Views of Pupils' Mental
Health," Journal of Educational Psychology 66 (February
1974): 117.
29Reginald L. Jones, "Labels and Stigma in Special
Education," Exceptional Children 38 (March 1972): 553.
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Focus has been limited to the fact that some la-
bels utilized are instrumental in lowering self concept
and expectations which hinder children's academic growth.
No organized inquiry had been made to determine children's
attitudes of labels and special services offered to them.
In the survey conducted by Jones, an attempt was made to
ascertain how retarded students perceived exceptional edu-
cation placement, postschool job opportunities, how teach-
ers saw and dealt with the label and postschool adjustment.
Data of students' perceptions were summarized as follow:
1. Friendship with the regular students dwindled
because the regular student perceived the special
class as inferior.
2. Self concept of the exceptional class student was
lower than that of the student in the regular
class.
3. Some handicapped students indicated pessimistic
viewpoints of special class placement serving as
a barrier for postschool job opportunities.
Of great interest was the teachers' perceptions of
the stigma and methodology utilized in effectively handling
the problem. Jones further stated: fl ••• While evidence
points to problems of stigma in up to 93 percent of the
classes, few curriculum materials or strategies were used
by teachers to deal with these problems.,,30
30 Ibid ., p. 561.
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It was noteworthy that teachers had class dis-
cussions regarding individual attitudes of the exception-
al child--as well as the class. Ridicule and name cal1-
ing were the most popular concerns. The teacher-led dis-
cussions are summarized by data in Table 2.
TABLE 2
TEACHER PERCEPTION AND MANAGEMENT OF STIGMA
Qut.ftion
1. .-\re you av.·are of any evidence which indicates that your
pupils are ashamed of being in a class for slow learners?-
2..Are you a\,,~'are of any names or derogatory labels attached to
your class or the pupils in it?
3. I-Tave you had discussions \\'ith your class about the attitudes
of others tov.·ard them or the class?
4. Do you ever discuss \"tays that the children can deal with
those \,'ho ask about their grade or class placement or the
subjects they are taking?
5. Do you use any units or special materials to help your pupils
adjust to the fact of their special class placement or to the
attitudes of others to\"vard them?
Percenlage oj)'es responsls
Senior high Junior high Eltmenlary
N= 94- N = 129 N = 94
83 82 51
80 90 81
93 93 85
71 74- 78
46 43 41
·Slow learner is the Ohio term for educable mentally retarded which was in use in Spring 1969 \vhen the study
was conducted. 31
It has been extremely difficult for the educable
mentally retarded student to remove the negative effects
of the label after graduation. Interaction with friends,
associates and employers has evidenced a sensitivity to
the ongoing stigma.
Former special class students were interviewed to
ascertain their perceptions of the value of the program.
Four major questions were asked and are summarized in
Table 3.
p. 562.
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TABLE 3
EVALUATION OF SCHOOL PROGRAM HELPFULNESS
Spuial Spteial
H'ork-study H'ork-study education education
Qluslion graduates dropouts graduates droJ}outs
N Pacent N Pacent N Pacent N Percent
_._---_.__.-
1. Looking back) has being in special educa-
tion or a , ...ork-study prograln been helpful
58.6 37 49.3 11 44.0 14 34.1to you? (\res) 125
2. I-las being in special education or a \vork-
study program caused any problcms for
134 62.9 49 65.3 13 52.0 20 48.7you? (No)
3. Can schools help students get bctter jobs
143 67.1 46 61.3 13 52.0 22 53.6than they v.ould get other\vise? (Yes)
4. Did being in special education help you
103 48.3 33 44.0 8 32.0 10 24.3get along better ,....ith other people? (Yes)
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According to the researcher, the following obser-
vations were gathered:
• The findings revealed that the program was
viewed most positively by work-study graduates
and, as a rule, least positively by special edu-
cation dropouts. No group embraced their
program wholeheartedly as revealed by the fact
that almost two-thirds of the respondents would
tell no one or only a few people of their former
special class placement and fewer than half of
the respondents believed that the schools had
helped to prepare them for effective interpersonal
relationships.33
Positive Effects
The author has found a minimal number of research-
ers advocating support for categorization. Hobbs, how-
ever, has argued: "classification and labeling are es-
sential to human communication and problem solving.,,34
32 Ibid ., p. 563.
33 Ibid •
34HobbS, The Futures of Children, p. 8.
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Arguments, in favor of labeling, have maintained
that this approach has been the only method of receiving
funds; thus, labeling was the asking price tag. Reger has
stated: "The argument that labeling is essential for ob-
35taining money and programs has remained unchallenged."
There have been opinionated pros and cons in re-
gards to categorical funding, as cited by Senf and Gross-
man:
Arguments in support of categorical funding were as
follows:
(1) Money goes to truly handicapped children
(2) Gives parents leverage to get programs estab-
lished
(3) The funds are protected by law and accountabili-
ty is required
(4) Brings continued support from special interest
groups
Arguments against categorical funding were as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
Requires labels
Fails to include many children who need special
help
Relieves general education of its responsibility
to provide education for all children, regardless
of their needs
Factois out the handicap instead of dealing with
the total child as part of the educational sys-
tem
Encourages special classes rather than teaching
children in the regular classroom
Negates the possibility of reuniting special edu-
cation and regular education 36
May lock a child into a diagnostic category
35Reger, Case Study of the Effects of Labeling.
36Gerald M. Senf and. Ronald P. Grossman, "Report
of Learning Disabilities," Journal of Learning Disabilities
8 (November 1975): 594.
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Summary
Research shows that negative labels have affected
the handicapped child's self concept, interaction with
friends, acq~aintances and potential employers. It fur-
ther- shows that lab~ling and categorizing have limited
educational relevance. The sting of the label follows
the exceptional education student in postschool situa-
tions--which has been shown to be more detrimental than
beneficial. Misdiagnosis and mislabeling have deepened
the astronomical problem of the school and the community
failing to meet the needs of the disabled child. Perma-
nent stigmatization, rejection and lowered self concept
have been the outgrowth of labeling.
Although research has been somewhate inconclusive
on the aforementioned effects, there has been a need for
more research as evidenced in Tables 1 and 2.
Arnold has eloquently conveyed guidelines for ap-
plying the label in the following:
• • • The decision to label a child••• must be
based upon a belief that such a label will yield
more good than harm for the child. If such a label
will gain necessary helpi.which the child otherwise
could not get, it may warrant the risk of a nega-
tive self-fulfilling prophecy. •• Before applying
any label, we should ask three questions:
1. Is this label necessary to gain certain
possible benefits for the child?
2. Are those benefits available?
3. Will those benefits likely outweigh the pos-
sible harm also resulting from the label?
38
Proceed only if answers to all three are ~~7
Among those educators who have favored the concept
of labeling, they have maintained that labeling has a
specific two-fold goal: it has been beneficial in short-
hand communication and has granted categorical state aid.
In spite of the limitations of research, it was
obvious that a considerable amount of work needs to be
implemented in the explorations toward the effects of
classification and stigma on the exceptional child.
Hence, modification of labeling practices in the excep-
tional area have to be implemented in order to alleviate
the traumatic effects of labelingl
37 L• Eugene Arnold, "Is This Label Necessary,"
Journal of School Health 43 (October 1973): 512.
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